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Advanced light management based on periodic 
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Abstract: We have used 3-D optical modelling to investigate light 
management concepts based on periodic textures and material optimization 
for photovoltaic devices based on Cu(In,Ga)Se2 (CIGS) absorber material. 
At first, calibration of the software based on the characterization of a 
reference (1500-nm thick) CIGS device was carried out. The effects of 1-D 
and 2-D symmetric gratings on the cell were then investigated, showing 
significant improvement in anti-reflection effect and in absorptance in the 
active layer, achieved by excitation of guided modes in the absorber. In 
addition, device configurations endowed with alternative back reflector and 
front transparent conductive oxide (TCO) were tested with the goal to 
quench parasitic absorption losses at front and back side. The use of 
In2O3:H (IOH) as front and back TCO, combined with an optimized 2-D 
grating structure, led to a 25% increase of the optical performance with 
respect to an equally-thick flat device. Most of the performance increase 
was kept when the absorber thickness was reduced from 1500 nm to 600 
nm. 

©2016 Optical Society of America 

OCIS codes: (050.1950) Diffraction gratings; (310.6860) Thin films, optical properties; 
(350.6050) Solar energy. 
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1. Introduction 

Cu(In,Ga)Se2 (CIGS) is a prominent absorber material in thin-film solar cells technology, 
having demonstrated efficiencies up to 21.7% [1]. Highly performing devices have an 
absorber 2.5 to 3-μm thick [1–3]. Due to indium scarcity, however, reduction of the absorber 
thickness is of great importance. In fact, cell-manufacturing costs could be decreased while 
increasing further the diffusion of this technology in the photovoltaic (PV) market. On the 
other hand, a reduction of the absorber thickness has significant drawbacks, in particular 
increased recombination at the back contact and significant decrease of light absorption [4,5]. 
Absorptivity of the thin absorber can be increased by using textured interfaces, either random 
or periodic, to achieve light trapping. Recently [6], studies have shown that periodic gratings 
can increase the absorptance of a layer beyond the 4n2 theoretical limit (i.e. the Yablonovitch 
limit), which is calculated for randomly textured interfaces [7]. While extensive research has 
been carried out on light trapping for thin-film silicon solar cells, only a handful of papers on 
light management in CIGS devices has been published so far [4,5,8–14]. 

In this contribution an analysis of the optical performance of CIGS solar cells with 
periodically structured interfaces is presented. The effect of the gratings geometrical 
dimensions was investigated to find the optimal dimensions. A study of the propagation of 
light inside the device was also carried out, to observe which optical phenomena take place 
when periodic gratings are employed. Finally, cell configurations with different materials 
were examined with the goal to reduce optical losses inside CIGS devices. 

2. Experimental method 

The performance of different device configurations shown in this work was analyzed by 
means of optical modelling. The Ansoft® High Frequency Structure Simulator software 
(HFSS) [15] was employed. This is a three-dimensional (3-D) Maxwell equations solver 
based on the Finite Element Method (FEM), which allows for the design and simulation of 
thin-film solar cells having arbitrarily complex 3-D structures [16–18], so-called models. 

In all simulations perpendicular incidence of light was assumed; the optical performance 
of different models was evaluated by computing the total cell reflectance (R) and the 
absorptance in each layer (Ai) forming the model. Total reflectance was calculated in terms of 
S-parameters as R = |S11|

2 [16]. The absorptance of the i-th layer was calculated as the 
integral, over the layer volume Vi, of the square of the magnitude of the electric field E: 

 
2

0

1
( ) Im( )

2
i

i i

V

A E dVλ ε ε ω=   (1) 

where λ is the wavelength of light in vacuum, ε0 is the dielectric constant of vacuum, εi is the 
(complex) relative permittivity of the i-th material, and ω is the angular frequency. Due to the 
presence of a metallic back reflector transmittance is numerically negligible, therefore the law 
of conservation of energy can be written as R + Ai = 1, which was always verified in our 
simulations. The implied photocurrent density Jph-i generated (in the active layer) or lost (in 
the i-th supporting layer) could be computed by convoluting the absorptance Ai and the 
reference AM1.5 spectral photon flux Φ(λ) [19] in the relevant wavelength range: 
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where q represents the elementary charge. Note that this implied photocurrent density 
represents an approximation of the performance of a real device, and does not take into 
account electrical processes which have a significant influence on the cell’s photocurrent 
density. Further details on the modelling process can be found in reference [16]. 

The reference cell, provided by Commissariat à l’énergie atomique et aux énergies 
alternatives (CEA – Alternative Energies and Atomic Energy Commission), is a typical CIGS 
device. The solar cell is composed (from bottom to top) of a molybdenum (Mo) back reflector 
(500 nm) sputtered on a soda lime glass substrate; a CIGS absorber (~1500 nm); a cadmium 
sulphide (CdS) buffer layer (50 nm); an intrinsic zinc oxide (ZnO) layer (50 nm); and an 
aluminum-doped zinc oxide (ZnO:Al, AZO) front transparent conductive oxide (TCO, ~400 
nm) A detailed description of the cell manufacturing process and the composition of the CIGS 
layer can be found in the work by Roger et al. [20]. The optical performance of the device 
was characterized by external quantum efficiency (EQE) and reflectance measurements. 

In order to create a representative model of the real device, a thorough physical and 
optical characterization was performed. The device was subjected to cross-sectional scanning 
electron microscope (SEM) imaging to examine the layers and determine their thickness. The 
surface morphology of the various layers was studied using atomic force microscopy (AFM) 
on the NT-MDT Ntegra Spectra [21]. The refractive index of materials composing the CIGS 
solar cell was determined using spectrophotometry for the ZnO:Al layer [22], and 
spectroscopic ellipsometry for all other layers. Spectrophotometry was carried out on the 
Lambda950 spectrometer [23], with the Automated Reflectance/Transmittance Analyzer 
(ARTA) [24]. For all but the CdS layer, the spectroscopic ellipsometry was performed on the 
M-2000 spectroscopic ellipsometer by J.A. Woollam Co. controlled by the CompleteEASE 
software [25,26]. The optical constants for CdS were supplied by Center for Innovative 
Photovoltaic Systems (CIPS) of Gifu University in Japan [27]. 

3. Results 

3.1. Cell characterization & software calibration 

To ensure that simulation results are a good approximation of the behavior of real devices, 
calibration of the software is necessary. To this purpose, the reference device provided by 
CEA was modelled in HFSS. Simulation results were then compared with reflectance and 
EQE measurements of the reference solar cell. 

 

Fig. 1. (a) SEM cross-section of the reference cell (with indication of measured external 
parameters) and (b) surface morphology of the CIGS layer (from AFM). 

In order to make the model as similar as possible to the real device, its correct 
characterization is of paramount importance. AFM was used to characterize the surface 
morphology of the CIGS surface, depicted in Fig. 1(b). From the measurement a series of 
statistical parameters was extracted, most importantly the average dimensions of the surface 
morphological features: average feature height (hf = 215 nm) and width (or generalized 
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correlation length, LCG = 185 nm [28]). These parameters are important to correctly model the 
surface morphology of the absorber layer. 

 

Fig. 2. Wavelength-dependent real part (n) and imaginary part (k, extinction coefficient) of the 
refractive index of all materials used. 

On the other hand, the thickness of each layer of the device was estimated from the SEM 
image shown in Fig. 1(a). A summary is presented in Table 1. These values are fairly typical 
for CIGS devices, with the exception of the absorber layer (1500 nm). This value is much 
smaller than state-of-the-art (2500-3000 nm) CIGS devices [1–3] but, in exchange of a 
reduction in photogenerated current, allows for a substantial decrease of material utilization. 
Along with the geometry of the individual layers, the optical constants of the materials 
involved play the most important role in the accuracy of the simulations. High-resolution 
wavelength-dependent complex refractive index data for each material are required. Figure 2 
shows the optical constants acquired and used in this work. 

According to the results of the AFM scan, a model with an irregular, pseudorandom 
texture on the CIGS surface was prepared with the correct thickness of each layer from SEM 
cross-section analysis. A 3-D rendering is displayed on the left side of Fig. 3. The 
pseudorandom texture was devised as follows: using a (pseudo)random number generator in 
MATLAB©, a series of random numbers whose average was equal to the correlation length 
(LCG) of features on the CIGS surface was generated. A similar set was created for the average 
feature height (hf). These sets were then combined to yield a pseudorandom set of truncated 
square pyramids [18], whose average dimensions are approximately equal to the average 
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dimensions (hf and LCG) yielded by the AFM scan of the reference cell. Alternative 
elementary feature shapes such as tetrahedra, hemispheres, and triangular pyramids were 
tested, as well as craters. However, these other shapes provided no clear discernible benefit 
and are less simply applicable in a 3-D design. The CdS and intrinsic ZnO layers were 
constructed to be conformal to this texture on the CIGS, given their small thickness (~50 nm). 
On the other hand, the ZnO:Al layer was built to have features smoothened compared to the 
ones on the CIGS surface, given the relatively large thickness of the layer (~400 nm). 
Observations of the SEM cross-section depicted in Fig. 1(a) confirm that the roughness of the 
cell front surface is significantly lower than the one of CIGS. The molybdenum layer, 
meanwhile, was modelled with regular nano-features (~30 nm), determined from both 
observation of the SEM cross section and reports of similar analysis in literature [27]. 

Table 1. Estimated thickness of device layers.α 

Layer Material Thickness
Back reflector Mo 500 nm
Absorber CIGS 1500 nm
Buffer CdS 55 nm
Window ZnO 40 nm
Front TCO ZnO:Al 400 nm

αFrom reference [29].
The pseudorandom approach was preferred to the modelling of texture with regular 

(periodic) features in order to correctly model the scattering effect of the CIGS random 
texture (opposed to the diffraction of light which takes place in case of periodic structures). A 
perfectly random structure can be defined as a grating with an infinite period P (i.e. same 
pattern is never repeated). On the other hand, simulations can be significantly quicker and less 
computationally demanding if the simulated domain is as small as possible, and then repeated 
an infinite amount of times by means of (periodic) boundary conditions. A study by Jäger et 
al. showed that for relatively small features sizes, similar to those deployed in our study for 
modelling the CIGS front surface, a unit cell width of 3 x LCG is sufficient to closely 
approximate the randomness of larger areas [30]. A similar preliminary analysis conducted for 
this work showed that the minimal unit cell size required was 4 x LCG. Larger unit cells were 
modelled and simulated, but did not show significant improvements in accuracy. 

The calibration results are shown in Fig. 3 on the right side, where the simulated and 
measured characteristics are compared. Each colored area in the plot represents the 
absorptance in the corresponding layer identified in the 3-D sketch of the model. Absorption 
in the CIGS (blue area) well corresponds to the measured EQE (dashed black line) except in 
two portion of the spectrum: 

• Between 350 nm and 450 the simulated absorptance is higher than the measured EQE. 
Since the simulations do not include electrical effects like recombination (i.e. they 
assume 100% collection efficiency) EQE is expected to be lower than simulated 
absorption. 

• Between 950 nm and 1150 nm measured EQE is higher than the simulated absorptance. 
In this spectral area it appears that the reflectivity of molybdenum is underestimated 
(i.e. the absorptance in the molybdenum layer is overestimated). 

Over the whole simulated spectrum, the average difference between simulations and 
measurements is 0.038, a value in line with similar studies carried out by other groups (0.028 
[9], 0.027 [27]). It must be noted, however, that the work by Čampa et al. [9] as well as that 
by Hara et al. [27] employ 1-D simulators, while this contribution employs a rigorous 3-D 
Maxwell equations solver. The integration of both simulated CIGS absorptance and measured 
EQE with the photon flux of AM1.5 spectrum as in Eq. (2) yields very similar photocurrent 
density values: 30.7 mA/cm2 (simulation) and 30.8 mA/cm2 (measurement). 
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Fig. 3. Rendering of the calibration model (left) and simulation results (right). Both simulated 
CIGS absorptance (blue area) and reflectance (yellow area) well corresponds to the measured 
EQE (dashed black line) and reflectance (dash-dotted line, here visualized as 1–R). 

3.2. Periodic gratings 

 

Fig. 4. Sketch of the model (left) and simulation results (right) of a device on 1-D gratings with 
P = 2000 nm and h = 500 nm. Black lines in the plot indicate ACIGS and 1–R of a flat device 
(i.e. with no gratings). 

1-D gratings are defined here as structures which are uniform in one direction and periodic in 
the other, with periodicity P. The one-dimensional gratings modelled in this work take the 
shape of an isosceles triangle, defined by the base and height, i.e. the period P of the grating, 
and the height h of the grating, as can be observed in Fig. 4. The height and period of the 
gratings are set to starting values of 2000 nm and 500 nm, respectively. The value of P is 
chosen relative to the 1500 nm thickness of the CIGS absorber layer. Tan et al. have shown 
that this minimizes the growth of defective filaments in microcrystalline silicon layers [31], 
which has a favorable impact on the device electrical performance. Additionally, Sai et al. 
show that the grating period should exceed the microcrystalline silicon absorber thickness for 
optimum JSC [32]. It is expected that these considerations hold true also for CIGS layers. 
Results of this first simulation (P = 2000 nm, h = 500 nm) are depicted in Fig. 4 (on the right), 
where each spectrum is the average between those computed for S- and P-polarization. An 
increase of the absorptance in CIGS (ACIGS) over the whole spectrum range is observed. This 
improvement of optical performance can be mainly ascribed to the good anti-reflection 
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properties of the grating, which allows for a smooth refractive-index matching between air, 
the incident medium, and cell’s layers. In fact, it can be observed that total cell reflectance is 
greatly reduced. In addition, scattering of near infrared photons can explain the enhanced 
response at long wavelengths. Overall, the (implied) photocurrent density generated in the 
absorber is increased from 30.7 mA/cm2 (flat device) to 33.9 mA/cm2. 

The analysis continued with the optimization of the grating dimensions. With P set at 
2000 nm, a series of models differing only in h were run. Results are summarized in Fig. 5(a), 
where the implied photocurrent density generated or lost in each cell layer (Jph–i), calculated 
using Eq. (2), is plotted as function of h: 

• Reflectance losses decrease for larger values of h, because taller gratings have better 
light in-coupling properties. However, having height values larger than 500 nm does 
not appear to have additional benefits in this respect. 

• Losses in the Mo back contact increase with h, because taller structures can couple 
more light onto the surface of the metal. 

• Losses in other layers remain approximately constant and no clear dependency on h can 
be observed. 

The best performance (Jph-CIGS = 33.9 mA/cm2) is achieved for h = 500 nm. For larger 
values of h, Jph-CIGS remains almost unchanged. 

A similar analysis to evaluate the effect of the grating period (P between 500 nm and 2000 
nm) was conducted. In this case, the grating height-to-period ratio was kept constant at 0.25, 
so that all gratings have the same aspect ratio. Results are depicted in Fig. 5(b): 

• Losses in Mo an other non-active layers remain constant for all P values. This suggests 
that light coupling on Mo surface layer does not depend on the grating height, but 
rather on h/P (i.e. the aspect ratio of the periodic features). 

• Reflectance reduces for larger values of P, for which the refractive index grading is 
smoother and, consequently, more light can be coupled into the device. 

In conclusion, the best results were achieved for the 1-D grating with P = 2000 nm and h 
= 500 nm. It must be noted that a similarly high performance was achieved for a smaller 
grating period of 1500 nm. However, it was decided to prefer the larger value of 2000 nm, 
which will allow for the growth of a higher quality material in manufactured devices as 
mentioned above. 

 

Fig. 5. Summary of geometrical optimization of gratings height (a) and period (b). 

The study was extended to 2-D gratings. Pyramidal periodic features were employed, with 
the same dimensions of the previously optimized 1-D gratings: period of 2000 nm and height 
of 500 nm. A sketch of the structure can be observed in Fig. 6 on the left. In particular, tiny 
regular (i.e. not pseudorandom) truncated pyramids modelling the self-roughness of front 
CIGS surface are visible. These were also deployed in the simulated models based on 1-D 
gratings. An initial study, not reported here for brevity, showed no difference in simulated 
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spectra when using pseudorandom or regular truncated pyramids in models based on periodic 
gratings. For ease of implementation in our 3-D models, a regular arrangement was chosen. 

While 2-D gratings could be more complicated to manufacture, they offer some 
advantages over 1-D structures. In particular, they can diffract more light away from the 
incident direction and also excite a higher number of guided modes in the absorber. Results of 
this work, depicted in Fig. 6, show that the pyramidal 2-D grating can further suppress 
reflectance when compared to 1-D structures. In this way almost all incident light is coupled 
into the device. However, since reflectance was already very low in the case of triangular 1-D 
gratings, the benefits in term of Jph-CIGS are relatively small (1-D best case: 33.9 mA/cm2, 2-D 
case: 34.2 mA/cm2). Nevertheless, a careful observation of ACIGS of both textured solar cell 
models shows the presence of a small peak in the 1100-1150 nm region of the spectrum. This 
peak is more pronounced for the model endowed with 2-D grating, suggesting that light 
diffraction and wave-guiding phenomena are taking place more strongly than in 1-D grating 
case. To further investigate this, light propagation inside the models was analyzed. 

 

Fig. 6. 3-D rendering of the pyramidal (2-D) grating model (left) and comparison between 
simulated CIGS absorptance and cell reflectance of the 1-D and 2-D grating solar cells. 

3.3. Eigenmode analysis 

Solar cells can support a large variety of optical modes, which display different 
electromagnetic field distributions [33]. The capacity to produce guided-mode resonances in 
the absorber layer is a key advantage of periodic gratings over random texturing, and usually 
explains the absorption enhancement which results from their application. 

In this work, eigenmode simulations were carried out to provide an insight into the 
resonances which can arise in the modelled devices due to the presence of gratings. The 
‘Eigenmode Analysis’ mode in HFSS does not seek all computable eigenmodes of a structure. 
Rather, both the number of eigenmodes and the minimum frequency are user-defined, thus 
limiting the analysis to a certain (narrow) frequency (wavelength) range of interest. To make 
the analysis clear and visual, the study was limited to model with 1-D triangular gratings. 
Only the spectral range around the peak observed in Fig. 6 (~1130 nm) was considered. 

Results of the eigenmode analysis showed an extremely dense population of resonant 
modes, as can be seen in Fig. 7. For a selected number of these modes the electric field 
distribution, which is here used to represent light propagation in the device, was looked into: 

• At λ = 1131 nm, it is possible to observe diffraction by the symmetric facets of the 
grating, which affects the propagation direction of the plane waves inside the CIGS 
absorber. 
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• At λ = 1124 nm, a wave-guide pattern that extends from the absorber into the ZnO:Al 
can be noticed. While wave-guiding in the CIGS absorber leads to an increase in Jph-

CIGS, guided modes excited into the front TCO are undesired, leading to parasitic 
absorption losses. 

• At λ = 1120 nm and λ = 1113 nm, hybridized diffraction and wave-guided resonances 
appear, similar to what observed by Brongersma et al. in their simulation work [33]. 
The distribution at λ = 1113 nm is of particular interest, displaying a five-fold 
symmetric field pattern near the apex of the grating. The presence of this optical 
resonance can lead to significant absorption enhancement in the CIGS layer. 

 

Fig. 7. Electric field magnitude for selected wavelengths: (a) eigenmode @ 1131 nm, 
exhibiting a diffraction pattern from gratings’ facets; (b) eigenmode @ 1124 nm, showing 
wave-guiding in both absorber and front TCO; (c) eigenmode @ 1120 nm and (d) eigenmode 
@ 1113 nm, where hybridized diffraction and wave-guided resonances can be observed. 

The ‘Eigenmode analysis’ carried out showed that the presence of 1-D periodic structures 
can excite several resonant modes inside the solar cell. Each of this modes exhibits different 
field patterns and can lead to a significant enhancement of the device absorptance. It is safe to 
assume that, in the presence of 2-D gratings, even more resonances can be excited. This will 
result in further increasing of the solar cell performance, as observed in Fig. 6. 

3.4. Alternative cell configurations 

Despite improvements in anti-reflection achieved by means of periodic gratings, further 
increase of the absorptance in the CIGS layer is prevented by high parasitic absorption in 
supporting layers, particularly in the Mo back reflector and in the ZnO:Al front TCO, as can 
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be observed in Fig. 4. For this reason, alternative cell configurations which mitigate or 
eliminate these losses are of great interest. The use of (i) a dielectric spacer layer between 
absorber and metal, (ii) Mo-free back reflectors, and (iii) highly transparent front TCOs are 
investigated in this section. 

 

Fig. 8. Sketch of the model with 2-D pyramidal gratings and MoO3 spacer layer (left) and 
simulation results (right). The introduction of the dielectric spacer layer reduced the parasitic 
absorptance inside Mo (grey lines) and increased absorption in the CIGS layer (red lines). 

Molybdenum is the conventional metallic back reflector / back contact used in CIGS solar 
cells: it allows for the growth of large CIGS grains, it remains inert during deposition [34], 
and forms an ohmic contact for the majority charge carriers (holes) through the formation of 
an intermediate MoSe2 layer [35,36]. On the other hand, it exhibits lower reflectance with 
respect to other metals (e.g. Ag). This results in relatively high parasitic absorption losses 
[34], as also shown in the simulations presented in the previous section of this manuscript. 
Replacement of Mo with alternative materials remains a challenge, but several possibilities 
have been investigated. Metals like W, Ta and Nb are promising, since they remain inert 
during CIGS deposition. However, they do not appear to offer clear advantages with respect 
to Mo [34]. Other metals are less stable at the high temperatures and Se-rich atmospheres 
typical of CIGS deposition, and their diffusion into the absorber layer would cause a 
significant degradation of the cell performance. 

Absorption in metallic (textured) back reflectors may be reduced using a dielectric spacer 
layer between the absorber and the metallic reflector, as commonly done in wafer-based and 
thin-film silicon solar cells [37–39]. Requisites of this spacer are high vertical conductivity 
and transparency. Investigations of ZnO/Mo back contacts have been conducted, as well as 
ZnO/Ag [9]. In this work, the potential of molybdenum trioxide (MoO3) as spacer layer 
between CIGS and Mo was tested. MoO3 is a transparent material with relatively high 
temperature stability and low absorption, particularly at long wavelengths as can be seen in 
Fig. 2; it also has sufficiently high vertical conductivity [40], making it suitable as back 
transparent conductive oxide. 

A 80-nm thick MoO3 buffer layer is tested in a 2-D grating cell model, presented in Fig. 8; 
grating dimensions are P = 2000 nm and h = 500 nm. Two models, one with spacer layer and 
one without, were compared. A preliminary study determined that 80 nm was the optimal 
thickness, guaranteeing sufficient hole conductivity and quenching of molybdenum 
absorptance (AMo). Simulation results of the abovementioned 2-D gratings based models, 
shown in Fig. 8, indicate that the presence of the MoO3 layer effectively reduces AMo. As a 
consequence, the absorption in CIGS is slightly augmented. The implied photocurrent density 
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generated inside the CIGS layer increases from 34.2 mA/cm2 (no spacer layer) to 34.8 
mA/cm2 (80-nm thick MoO3 spacer layer). 

Table 2. Cell layer thicknesses for configurations B, C, and D. 

Layer Material Thickness [nm]
Back reflector Ag 300
Substrate Glass 300
Back TCO ITO/IOH 80
Absorber CIGS 1500
Buffer layer CdS 50
Window ZnO 50
Front TCO ZnO:Al/IOH 450/80

A complete removal of Mo from the back reflector could further improve the device 
optical performance. To this purpose, configurations using a TCO deposited directly on the 
substrate were investigated. To prevent transmittance losses at the back side, a thin layer 
(~300 nm) on silver is added on the opposite side of the glass carrier. In this way diffusion of 
the metal into the cell layers can be prevented [5,9]. At the same time, the high reflectivity of 
the Ag layer guarantees that no light is transmitted at the back side of the device. Two 
different TCO materials were tested: tin-doped indium oxide (In2O3:Sn, ITO) and 
hydrogenated indium oxide (In2O3:H, IOH). Both materials have high conductivity and 
transparency [41,42], but IOH has lower free-carrier absorption in the near infrared region of 
the spectrum. On the other hand, ITO has higher stability at elevated temperatures and has 
already been successfully tested as back contact for in thin-film CIGS solar cells [43]. 

 

Fig. 9. Different simulated cell configurations (not to scale). These sketches should be 
imagined as cross-section of the models based on 2-D gratings. 

Various alternative configurations were analyzed and compared. ‘REF’ indicates the 
reference device on optimized 2-D gratings with a Mo back reflector as shown in Fig. 6, while 
‘A’ refers to the optimized device with the 80-nm thick MoO3 buffer layer as shown in Fig. 8. 
‘B’ is a model with the same pyramidal periodic structures, but employs ITO as back contact 
and a silver layer behind the glass substrate to ensure high reflectivity at the back side. Model 
‘C’ is identical to ‘B’, but the ITO layer has been here replaced by an IOH back TCO. These 
configurations are depicted in Fig. 9, while layer thicknesses are summarized in Table 2. 

Building a realistic model with the glass/Ag back reflector configuration in 3-D Maxwell 
equations solvers would result in an unwieldy large structure which would strain 
computational resources – this is due to the necessarily large thickness of the glass layer 
(millimeter scale, as opposed to the nanometer scale of other layers). To avoid extraordinarily 
long meshing and solving times, the simulated cells have 300-nm thick glass. Thanks to the 
presence of 2-D gratings on this necessarily thin substrate, interference phenomena are 
suppressed, thus ideally modelling an incoherent propagation of light as in an equivalent bulk 
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glass substrate. In addition, the silver layer is treated as a perfectly conductive layer. As a 
result, the absorption of the ideal Ag reflector and transmission at the back reflector are 
exactly zero. While these are necessary approximations, results can be considered reliable 
since Ag has a very high reflectivity, particularly in the near infrared part of the spectrum and 
millimeter-thick glass carrier would only absorb a very small amount of light. 

 

Fig. 10. ACIGS of devices with different configurations. Modifications to the back reflector 
improve performance at long wavelengths (‘A’, ‘B’, ‘C’), while using IOH as front TCO (‘D’) 
results in an increase of ACIGS over the whole spectrum. 

Results of the simulations, presented in Fig. 10, showed that the Mo-free back reflector 
configurations (‘B’ and ‘C’) perform better than structure where Mo is included (‘REF’ and 
‘A’). At short wavelengths all models have similar ACIGS. However, the advantage of the Mo-
free architectures becomes evident in the long-wavelength region (λ > 850 nm), where 
molybdenum would be parasitically absorbing. Absorptance in CIGS for the Mo-free models 
is increased in this spectral region, which translates into an increase of Jph-CIGS: from 34.8 
mA/cm2 (model ‘A’) to 35.6 mA/cm2 (model ‘B’) and 35.7 mA/cm2 (model ‘C’). The 
performance of the devices with ITO and IOH back TCOs are very similar, with the latter 
showing only a slight improved performance due to the higher infrared transparency of IOH. 

In addition to the Mo absorption, losses in the AZO front TCO and the CdS buffer layer 
contribute to reducing the photocurrent density generated in the CIGS layer. For the TCO, the 
ZnO:Al layer needs to be relatively thick (> 200 nm) to guarantee sufficient electron 
conductivity and good electrical performance. The IOH TCO, owing to its high carrier 
mobility, can be made 80-nm thick [44] to provide with sufficient sheet resistance for lab-
scale devices such as the ones investigated in this contribution. Combined with its high 
transparency (i.e. low extinction coefficient κ, see Fig. 2), the IOH is an ideal candidate as 
front TCO in thin-film solar cells. In the work here presented, the 400 nm thick ZnO:Al layer 
was substituted with an 80-nm thick IOH front TCO, while at the back side the IOH/glass/Ag 
configuration was employed, which corresponds to model ‘D’ in Fig. 9. Simulations showed 
that this yields an increase of the absorption in the CIGS layer over the whole spectral range, 
as depicted in Fig. 10, since the highly-transparent front layer allows more light to enter the 
absorber. Integration with AM1.5 photon flux results in an Jph-CIGS for configuration ‘D’ of 
38.6 mA/cm2. This value represents an increase of 7.9 mA/cm2 ( + 26%) over the non-
textured calibrated device. Recent studies have shown that it is possible to substitute the CdS 
buffer layer with more transparent materials, without sacrificing the device electrical 
performance [45,46]. These architectures, however, are not investigated in this work to allow 
a direct comparison of models and reference (manufactured) device. 
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3.5 Reduction of CIGS thickness 

Scarcity of indium could prevent the widespread diffusion of Cu(In,Ga)Se2 technology in the 
PV market. Reduction of the absorber thickness while maintaining high absorption levels can 
help decreasing production costs and promoting diffusion of CIGS solar cells. 

To verify the effectiveness of the approach presented in this work to this purpose, the 
performance devices with sub-micron thick absorbers was investigated. Thicknesses of CIGS 
down to 600 nm were tested, in a cell configuration with IOH used as both front and back 
TCO (model ‘D’ in Fig. 9). As can be observed in Fig. 11, the thinner architecture (600 nm) 
maintained the high performance of the thicker device (1500 nm) up to λ = ~800 nm. For 
longer wavelengths a decrease of ACIGS can be noticed, as expected since this is the region of 
the spectrum where CIGS absorptance becomes weaker. Nevertheless, the solar cell model 
with a 600-nm thick absorber still outperformed a much thicker flat non-optimized (AZO 
front TCO and Mo back reflector) device (included in Fig. 11 as a black dotted line, for 
reference). The implied photocurrent densities calculated are 36.4 mA/cm2 (thin device) and 
30.7 mA/cm2 (flat thick reference) . 

 

Fig. 11. Absorptance in CIGS for cells with configuration ‘D’ and absorber thickness of 600 
nm and 1500 nm. ACIGS of the flat calibration model is included as reference. 

This shows how, by careful optimization of periodic gratings and materials in the 
supporting layers, it is possible to obtain substantial improvement of the optical performance 
(ΔJph-CIGS = + 5.7 mA/cm2) and, at the same time, reduce the utilization of material in the 
device (–60% CIGS thickness). At this point it should be noted, however, that effective 
implementation of IOH inside the architecture of Cu(In,Ga)Se2 thin-film solar cells requires 
careful investigation. The study here presented showed the benefits of including this material 
in the device configuration, resulting in the reduction of parasitic absorption in the front TCO 
and in the elimination of Mo from the back reflector. However, only experimental analysis of 
devices with IOH front and back TCO will be able to determine if the solutions proposed in 
this work can be applied in real devices. 

4. Conclusions 

A satisfactory optical model of a real thin-film CIGS solar cell in HFSS environment was 
presented. Relatively good match between the simulated absorptance and reflectance and 
measurements was obtained. These results were only achieved with a pseudorandom texture 
model, necessary to include the effect of random self-roughness of CIGS and other layers on 
the propagation of light. 
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The results of the application of gratings to the solar cell models led to the following 
conclusions: (i) the application of 1-D and 2-D periodic gratings results in anti-reflective 
effect and enhanced CIGS absorption. 2-D structures showed a little performance 
improvement over their 1-D counterparts; (ii) the implied photocurrent density in the absorber 
increases with the height and period of the grating in general. These trends appear to level out 
for values of the period greater than the absorber thickness (1500 nm) and of the grating 
height-to-period ratio over 0.25; (iii) for all models, improvements in CIGS absorption and 
device anti-reflection are accompanied by increased absorption in the molybdenum layer. 

The eigenmode analysis confirmed the excitation of a dense population of resonances in 
the cell structure due to the usage 1-D (2-D) periodic texture. The electric field distributions 
of the periodic texture simulation also showed a diverse range of configurations, highlighting 
the different light propagation phenomena induced by the presence of the gratings. 

Table 3. Implied CIGS absorber photocurrent density for selected models. 

Cell CIGS thickness [nm] Jph-CIGS [mA/cm2] Gain [%] 
Calibration 1500 30.7 - 
1-D 1500 33.8 9.4 
2-D [‘REF’] 1500 34.2 11.0 
2-D + MoO3 [‘A’] 1500 34.8 13.0 
2-D IOH back [‘C’] 1500 35.7 15.9 
2-D IOH front & back [‘D’] 1500 38.6 25.3 
2-D IOH front & back [‘D’] 600 36.4 18.2 

The poor performance of Mo as back reflector remains an obstacle to efficiency 
improvements in typical CIGS device. However, the use of MoO3 as a dielectric spacer 
between absorber and back reflector has been shown in simulations to reduce parasitic losses 
in the Mo back contact. Nevertheless, absorption in Mo remains high and its replacement with 
alternative configurations (TCO/glass/metal) can further increase the device performance. The 
front ZnO:Al TCO is also a major source of parasitic absorption losses in standard CIGS solar 
cells. Significant improvements can be achieved when a more transparent and conductive 
material like IOH is employed. Benefits are evident in a wide spectral range, since more light 
is allowed to enter the absorber and contribute to the photocurrent density generation. 

Lastly, simulations of cells with reduced CIGS absorber thickness of 600 nm indicate that 
the cumulative impact of the modelled light management techniques can result in devices 
which exceed the photocurrent density of the 1500-nm thick reference flat absorber. These 
results, as illustrated in Table 3, indicate that the optical performance, and subsequently 
photocurrent density and efficiency of state-of-the-art CIGS solar cells can be further 
improved by the application of optimized periodic textures and the use of improved materials 
in the cell stack. Integration of this materials in the cell architecture, however, as well as the 
additional parasitic losses resulting from encapsulation of the device, need to be further 
investigated by modelling and experimental analysis. 
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